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1. Introduction 
Let X be a measurable space with a positive measure fi and let {/„(*)} be a 
sequence of /¿-integrable functions on the measurable set EcX. Form the 
"Lebesgue functions" 
These functions play an important role in the theory of convergence and summa-
bility of orthogonal series. We mention the following theorems of S. KACZMARZ [3], 
b a s e d o n a m e t h o d o f A . KOLMOGOROFF—G. SELIVERSTOFF [4] a n d A . PLESSNER [5] : 
A. If E is an interval of finite length on the real line, ¡i is the ordinary Lebesgue 
measure, and {/„(*)} is an orthonormal system defined on E, then the series Zanf„(x) 
is convergent a.e. on E provided that Ln{x) =0{X„) on E with 0 < / „ s / . j i + 1 and 
B. Under the same conditions as above, Za„f„(x) is (C, l)-summable a.e. 
on E if, instead of Ln(x) = 0(An), we only suppose Lj,(x) = 0(Xn) on E. 
In the proof of these theorems the assumption that the system {/„(x)} is ortho-
normal was essentially exploited. Unexpectedly it turned out that neither ortho-
normality nor L^-integrability of {/„(x)} is needed in theorems A and B. lt is enough 
to suppose that the functions fn{x) are L^-integrable on E and the condition 
Ln(x) = / \K„{t, x)| dfi(t) and Ll (x) - f (t, x)| dfi(t), 
E E 
where 
E * = o 
is satisfied whenever 2 a k H <cxD. 
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We remark that (1) is trivially satisfied for orthonormal systems defined on 
a set E of finite measure, so that our results contain theorems A and B as special 
cases. Moreover, if we suppose ) ,n=1 («=0 , 1, ...), i.e. if 
(2) Ln(x) = 0(l) or L¡(x) = 0 (1) 
on E, then even (1) is unnecessary. Hence if one of the conditions (2) is uniformly 
valid on E, then Zanfn(x) is a. e. convergent or (C, 1 )-summable on E, respectively, 
under the sole condition < So we can say that some classical theorems as for 
instance the theorem of Fejér—Lebesgue applied to the Fourier series of L2~ 
integrable functions is but a special case of our theorem belonging to the general 
theory of real functions. 
As to the proof, we proceeded originally on the same way we followed in the 
case of multiplicatively orthogonal series (see [2]). C. I. PRESTON, after having 
read -a preprint of [2], has communicated in a letter to the first author an idea 
which simplified also a part of our original proof very much. (The note of 
DR. PRESTON referring to this will appear later*). In the present paper we shall use 
his idea in the proof of Theorems 1 and 5. 
2. The convergence problem 
Let {/„(x)} be a sequence of L^-integrable functions on the /¿-measurable set 
E and {/>„} a non-decreasing sequence of positive numbers. Denote further by 
n OO 
s„ (x) the n-th partial sum akfk{x) of the series y, a„fn(x). 
k=0 n = 0 
T h e o r e m 1. If la^ < °° and the Lebesgue functions Lv (x) satisfy the condition 
Lv(x) = 0{i,,) 
uniformly on the measurable set E of finite measure, then sv (x) = Ox(/.*) on E almost 
everywhere. 
Denote by n(x) the least index m ( S n ) for which 
= max /^sVk(x). m m OikSII 
We proceed to prove that the left hand side is finite on E a. e. For this purpose 
we use an idea of Preston which consists in a special representation of sv (x). 
*) Meanwhile it was published in the J. Amer. Math. Soc., 28 (1971), 453—455. 
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Introduce an arbitrary orthonormal system {gk(y)} defined on a measure space 
Y with positive measure v, then 
V^cW = f 2 akgk(t)-X^M ""Z gk«)A(x)dv(t). 
Y k=0 k=0 
So we obtain by Schwarz's inequality 
. £ 
f r [ Vn I2 /» f /1 , VnM l2 
m \ f 2 akgk{t) dv(t).f f Z gk(t)fk(x) dix(x) dv(f)\ == 
lr r U fl=0 J 
2 a l \ I f f ^„L 2 sk(t)fk(x)-)~n;y) 2.gk(t)fk(y)dfi(x)dii(y)dv(t)\ k=0 J U E r * = ° t = 0 J 





2 A(x)fk(y) k = 0 dfi(x) dfi(y) •r 
where n(x, j ) = min {n(x), n(y)}. As the sum in the last integrand equals Kv (x, y), 
it follows 
| / ^ „ L ^ u - j W ^ W l = 
E 
= 0(1) { / / j) i dn(X) dn(yyf f / i ^ c * , >oi w 
£ £ EE 
= O ( l ) {/Xl\x)LVnM(x) dii(x)+ f X;nlLVn(Jy) dn(y)f = 0 (1 ) . 
£ £ 
Since the sequence (x)} is increasing, it follows by B. Levi's theorem that 
The same is true for the sequence {—2,7* s„ fx) ) ; hence 
which contains ou r statement. 
T h e o r e m 2. If the Lebesgue functions Ln(x) are uniformly bounded on the 
measurable set E of finite measure and Xa^ < then the series Za„fn(x) is convergent 
on E a. e. 
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Indeed, implies with an appropriate increasing sequence 
{/<„} of positive numbers tending to infinity. Then we get by partial summation 
for every m ^ n : 
m — 1 
s 2 " 1) 
k=n +1 
i m W - i n W I = 
k + 
2 nUiMx) 1=0 
_ i 1 
2 Hk VkCikfkix) k=n+ 1 
2 Hi aiMx) 1=0 





Since and Ln{x) = 0 ( 1 ) for x£E, we can apply Theorem 1 with v„=n 
and Xn—\ for every n. It follows then 
2nUim=ox{\) 
1 = 0 
for every k and almost all x£E; hence sm(x)—sn(x) = o x( l ) a.e. 
T h e o r e m 3. Suppose Lv (x) = O f o r every x£E and If also 
condition (1) is satisfied, then the sequence {JvJX)} of partial sums of the series 
Za„fn{x) converges on E a.e. 
Set 
Sn(x) = 2 >Utakfk{x) 
.*=o 
with an appropriate increasing sequence {//„} of positive numbers tending to infin-
ity, and ZalA„i.in<°°. We proceed as in the proof of Theorem 2: 
vm-l 
(3) 
fc = v „ + l 
Because of ZakAknk<°° we have by Theorem 1 
5Vn(x) = 0 ; c ( A i j and SvJx) = Ox(pivJ a.e. 
So the last two terms in (3) have the order of magnitude o x( l ) a.e. on E. Regarding 
the first sum on the right hand side consider the series-
k=0 • i 
Apply condition (1) with b k — t h e n the integrals on the right hand side 
are of order 0(1) , hence 
s = 0( 1) 2 [(AfcrtO-i-afc+i^+x)-*] < 
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B. Levi's theorem implies the convergence a.e. of the series 
• 5 [ ( ^ - ^ - ( V i a + I ) - * ] ^ ) , 
k=0 
so we get f rom (3) sv (x)—^(x) = ox( 1) on E a. e. 
R e m a r k . Condition (1) can be weakened. We chose it only to get a simple 
and clear form of Theorem 3. But it could be replaced e.g. by 
¡\Sk(x)\dix(x) = 0{Xtcnk) . ( £ > 0 ) 
E 
supposing also that {1 ¡X„) is convex. It is easy to see that the series S would con-
verge also under this condition. 
As application of Theorem 3 we prove one of our results concerning multipli-
catively orthogonal series, [2]. A system {q>n(x)} is called multiplicatively orthogonal 
on the measurable set E, if every finite product of different q>k's has zero integral on E. 
That is, setting the product system <p0(y) = l and >l/n(x) = <p„,i +, (x)(p,H + , (x)...(p„k + , (x) 
for n = 2mi + 2m2 + - - + 2 m k , we have 
fij>n(x)dii(x) = 0 (us 1). 
E ' 
T h e o r e m 4. Let {<p„(x)} be a multiplicatively orthogonal system defined on a 
measurable set E of finite measure. If |<p„(x) i = M„ , then Ic2n M* < implies the 
convergence a.e. on E of the series Ic„q>„(x). 
Denote by {/„(*)} the above defined product system of {<pn(x)/M„} and set 
an = cv+lM,+, for n = 2V, and a„=0 for n Then we may write 
2 " - 1 • n J 
- 2 akfk(x) = 2 c k M k - — <pk(x). k = 0 k= 1 Jylk 
We apply Theorem 3 with v„ = 2" —1 and A„ = l ( «=0 , 1, ...). The Lebesgue func-
tions Lln-i(x) of the system {/„(x)} defined in this way are uniformly bounded 
on E, because 
1 x ) = 2 Z f k ( t ) f k ( x ) = f l f 1 + M ^ l ^ 0, 
and hence 
/ 2 1 fk(t)fk(x)dp{t)= f d f i i t ) . 
/ £ *= 0 E 
Thus we have only to show that (1) is also satisfied. Choose, for this aim, {bk} 
L 
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arbitrarily so that Then, for every « of the form 2m +p with 0s=/><2" 
we have 
/ 
fc = 0 
> m 1 
J cpv+1(x)dn(x) 
s \ f d K * ) f 
IE £ 
v+ 1 




- 0 ( 1 ) ( j U 2 + 1 6 ! . } * = 0 (1 ) { 2 ^ } * = O(l) . 
Hence condition (1) is satisfied and our statement proved. 
3. The summation problem 
T h e o r e m 5. If and the Lebesgue functions L*(x) satisfy the condition 
L\ (x) = O (/„) uniformly on the measurable set E of finite measure, then the sums 
have the order of magnitude Ox(jIf) on E, a.e. 
Denote by nx the least index m ( = «) for which 
}^ierm(x) = max )*iok(x), 
and set min (nx, ny). Let be {g t(j)} an arbitrary orthonormal system defined 
in a measure space (Y, v). Then 
f /~xl (J ,,Jx) dfl(x)\ = f f y akSk(0 • C 2 1 - T - r y Sk(t)fk{x) dv(t) d^(x) 
E EÏ fc = 0 k = o{ "x~y 1 ) 
Za*8k(t) 
E EX k=0 
dv (/) / / / & Ë11 -armgk {t)fk {x) x 
x 2 o ( ] - ^ t t ) gk {t)fk {x) chl (x ) chl ( y ) dv ( / )}*~ 
fk(x)fk(y)d^x)d^(y)\ . 
A 
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Apply twice partial summation to the sum in the last integrand to get 
2k -f 1 y i 1 
Kk(x,y) 
2 (k+l)Kki(x,y) + 
hence it follows 
(nx + l)(«y+ 1) *=p 
+ 1)); 
= O( l ) { / A : 1 LEE . 
E 
{nx+\y2 I ( k + \ ) \ ^ (x, JOI + I K i x ( x , y)\ 
k= 0 
dn(x)dn(y) I = 
r -
= 0(1)1/(nx+\)-2 Z (k+\)?-J Ll(x)dn(x)+ f A-xlLnx(x)dn{x)r= 0 (1 ) . 
U K=0 E J 
Reasoning as before in the proof of Theorem 1 we obtain 
\cr„x(x)\ = Ox(Xl) a.e. 
T h e o r e m 6. If the Lebesgue functions L]t(x) are uniformly bounded on the 
measurable set E of finite measure and Za2<&=, then the series Zanfn(x) is (C, 1)-
summable a.e. 
The convergence of Za2n implies the existence of a sequence {//„} of positive 
numbers, concave f rom, below and tending to infinity such that ZaJ/j„<=o, Denote 
by A a n d the first and the second differences of {¿i"*}, respectively. 
Put crn(iii, x) the /7-th (C, 1) mean of the series Za„\jn„fn(x). By a known identity 
(see e.g. [1], p. 72) we have 
(4) om(x)-an(x) = Z 1 —r\A2fiki-(k+])Gk(Yn,x)-
k=0 . m+lj 
n- 1 
k = 
2 1-—rTU2№i.(A:+1)^(1/^, + — — 2 AMkMk + l)crk()^t,x)-
c o I, n - r 1 ) m + 1 fc_o 
2 n ~ 1 
- — - r 2 1 • (k + 1 ) e k { f f i , x) + fi~1 am((//<, x ) - i a „ ( / / i , x). n + i k = o 
From Theorem 5 we get ak(]ffi, x) = Ox(\) a.e.; hence the last two terms in (4) 
have the order of magnitude 0^.(1) a.e. Since the sequence is cbnvex and 
tends, to zero, it follows An~* = o(n~1). Thus the third and four th terms in (4) 
L 
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are also o x( l ) a.e. In what concerns the first two terms, take into account that by 
Theorem 5 the series 
2 ¿ V M f c + i J M f i T , * ) ! = 0 , ( 1 ) 2 (k + i ) A 2 ^ 
k =0 fc=0 
converges a. e. because of the convexity of The first two terms in (4), 
being the difference of the m-th and «-th (C, 1) means of an a. e. convergent series, 
tend to zero a.e., consequently 
0m(x) ~ 0n(x) = o x ( 1) a.e. ( m > n ) . 
T h e o r e m 7. Let {/l„} be an increasing sequence of positive numbers concave 
from below. Suppose L*(x) = 0(X„) for every x£E and la\Xn<°°. If condition (1) 
is also satisfied, then the series Ianfn(x) is (C, 1 )-summable on E almost everywhere. 
Choose first a sequence {/in} of positive numbers concave f rom below and 
tending to infinity, such that I a J t ? _ j i n ° ° and that {/„/;„} be concave f r o m below. 
Using the same notations as in the proof of Theorem 6, with !„/<„ instead of n n , 
we get first 
(5) an(x) = Z [ l - ) A2(lktik)~Hk+l)ok(YIH, x) + 
k=o v n T" 1 ) 
2 n— i 
+ —— 2 A(Ak+itik + iyi(k + ])<rk(\/An, x) + (lnnnyt<rn(YXii, x). n+ 1 k=0 
By Theorem 5 we have on{jX\n, x) = Ox(X~i) a.e.; hence the last term on the right 
hand side is 0^(1) a. e. As to the second, it follows by condition (1): 
2 A (4 +1 f t +i)~i I k , x)\ d\i (x) k = 0 
thus IA{Xk+ink+lYi\ak(jIfi, x)\ converges a. e. This implies the existence of an 
index N=N(x, s) such that for an arbitrary e > 0 
2 ¿Wk+iVk+i)-*WiYXn, x)| ~ a.e. 
Therefore we get for sufficiently large n and almost all x£E 
2 1 
" x r 2 1 + 1 fc = 0 
2 N ~ l 
2 + . n+l k=o 
n— 1 j y 2 s 
+ 2 2 = 0 x ( i ) _ _ + - i < £. 
k = N n+l Z 
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In other words, the second term on the right hand side of (5) is ox(l) on E a.e.. 
Concerning the first term we get 
2 A2{Xk^rHk + 1 ) / k № , *)| dn(x) «= ~ k = o £ 
by condtion (1) and the convexity of {(A*^) -*}, e- the series. 
converges a. e. The first term, being about the (n — l ) t h (C, 1) mean of this series, is. 
also convergent for almost all x£E. Thus we see by (5) that {<r„(x)} is decomposed 
for almost all x(LE in a convergent sequence and two terms of order 0^(1). Conse-
quently, {c„(x)} converges a.e. as we have stated. 
R e m a r k s . 1. One can easily see that Theorems-2 and 6 cannot be improved. 
Indeed, if a0,ar, ... are arbitrary real numbers such that Za% = °°, there exists a 
system i f j x ) } of continuous functions in (0, 1) with uniformly bounded Lebesgue-
functioris such that Za„fn(x) is nowhere summable by any regular positive Toeplitz method-
Choose £ = [ 0 , 1] with the ordinary Lebesgue measure //. The system 
/ * ( * ) = « „ [ ! « ? ) 1 ( O ^ x s l ) 
has the required property. Indeed, for every 1] we have 
£»(*) = / 2 a l \ i 2dt == 2 a l \ 2 «?] 2. 
0 fe = 0 \ v = 0 • ) k= 0 Vv = 0 ) 
The last series is convergent, and hence Ln(x) = 0( 1) uniformly in [0, 1]. But 
*.(*)= 2 a l \ z a 2 \ k = 0 l.v = 0 ) 
The terms of Zanfn{x) are positive, thus the series is not summable by any regular-
positive Toeplitz method. 
2. Theorems 5, 6, and 7 can be generalized in that way that their statements-
remain valid for any (C, a)-summation («>0) , if we substitute L\ (x) by the cor-
responding Lebesgue functions Lan{x). The proofs are similar, but longer, because 
of the more intricate computations with (C, a) means. The technique could be 
copied f rom [6]. 
3. One can see that condition (1) could be weakened also in Theorem 7 exactly 
as we indicated in our remark to Theorem 3. Moreover we could substitute the 
condition of concavity of the sequence {A„} by other, somewhat less pretentious, 
conditions. But it seemed us that a simple form of Theorem 7 shows clearer the; 
essence than any other more sophisticated statement. 
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